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YOUR GOALS for
2019-2020 school year

1. as a student leader

2. as a team member

3. Plus 
a) greatest assets for the team

b) areas you need help in from team



Thriving Teams

ignite

connection

not conflict 



Connection



Conflict



Thriving Teams





Practice

Perspective 

Taking







Slow 

Down 
To Read Nonverbal Signs..





First m



_____



_____



Team Tip

Get to know 

your teammates
- Search for Similarities

- Learn from Individual Differences

- FAVOURITE SONG 
- What’s below the surface?

- Be Curious 
- Ask Questions 

- Ask teammates to teach your something

- Have fun ☺



One Word
First Impressions



Team Tip

Get to know 

your teammates
- Search for Similarities

- Learn from Individual Differences

- First Impressions 

- Impression Management

- What’s below the surface?

- Ask Questions 

- Be Curious



Lost and Found 
2019-2020 School Year



Map from Stress to Strength

Photo Credit: UnsplashStress Hardiness Research   Dr. Salvatore Maddi



PURPOSE
MISSION

INSPIRATION



NORTH STAR                  

guiding light



Connect 
through 

Shared Vision





Vision



Dr. Andrea Dinardo, C.Psych

Why Vision Exercise

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rk_sAHh9s08


Dr. Andrea Dinardo, C.Psych

What guides you?



Dr. Andrea Dinardo, C.Psych

What moves you?





Rank order which type of student 
leadership experience you prefer:

a) An ordinary but comfortable experience. 
b) A challenging but successful experience. 
c) A difficult but meaningful experience. 
d) A sacrificial virtuous experience. 



Rank order what kind of job you would 
prefer in the future:

a) A job that is fun but low paying. 
b) A job that is stressful but high paying.
c) A job that is demanding but does something 
good for society or humanity. 
d) A job that has no financial security but is 
consistent with your calling. 



Rank order which activities would 
give you the most satisfaction: 

a) Engaging in pleasurable activities. 
b) Improving yourself for future success.
c) Pursuing your ideal or dream. 
d) Helping others in need. 



Rank order what kind of legacy you would 
want to leave behind: 

a) A happy person who enjoyed life. 
b) A wealthy and successful person. 
c) A good person who helped many people. 
d) A person who devoted their life for a 
noble cause. 











Rise
Above
Conflict

- 1 word Vision Boards
- Lightness & Laughter
- Team “Safe Words”

Team Tip



Commitment Exercise 
1. Identify your day-to-day why. 
2. Identify your higher purpose why. 
3. Pick one word that epitomizes YOUR why.
4. Once completed, share your one word WHY. 

Goal: Make a one word vision board and post it on 
your fridge, at your work station, your bathroom 
mirror – MINDFUL REMINDER your NORTH STAR.  



Control is the belief in one's 
ability to influence life events. 



Breathing 
Space.

Photo Credit: Unsplash



Amygdala Hijack
Dr. Daniel Goleman, Emotional Intelligence Theory

Photo Credit: Goleman Training



Breathing 
Space.

Photo Credit: Unsplash



Let go Hold on



Manage energy
not time.

Photo Credit: Unsplash



What is within my control?



Focus on what’s right

Strengths



Positive Emotions
Broaden and Build





Strength-Based Approaches
Benefits of Positive Emotion

The Broaden Effect

First, when we experience a positive emotion, our vision literally expands, 
allowing us to make creative connections, see our oneness with others, and face 
our problems with clear eyes



The Build Effect
Second, as we make a habit of seeking out these pleasing states, we change and 
grow, becoming better versions of ourselves, developing the tools we need to 
make the most out of life



Apathy 
vs. 

Enthusiasm



Judgemental
vs. 

Openness
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vr3x_RRJdd4

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vr3x_RRJdd4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vr3x_RRJdd4


Helpless 
vs. 

Hopeful



A Leader is a 
dealer in hope.

Napoleon



Team Tip
Team 

Strengths 

Journal
- Ice Breaker

- Morale Booster



You get the best performance 
from others not by 

lighting a fire underneath 

but by building a fire within. 
Bob Nelson



Control Exercise 
1. Identify two areas in your life that are beyond 

your control as a leader. (Need to let go of.)

e.g., Too high standards. Being unrealistic. Complaining 
repeatedly about the same situation.

2. Identify two areas in your life that you can 
directly influence as a leader (Within your control.)

• e.g., Managing my attitude. Meeting my own needs 
(Sleep, Fresh air). Having fun. Relaxing.

Goal: Pick one from each category to simultaneously 
hold on to and let go of → in the next 7 days. 



Threat 
or 

Opportunity?



We see things 
as we are, 

not as they are.
Leo Rosten









Question 1

In uncertain times I usually 
expect the best. 

True
False



Question 2

If something has a chance 
of going wrong for me it will. 

True
False



Question 3

I am always hopeful about the future. 

True
False



Question 4

I rarely count on good things 
happening to me. 

True
False



Practice

Strength

Finding







REDUCE THE CHALLENGE 

BREAK IT DOWN 
ENHANCE SKILL SET
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Team Tip
Opportunities 

In Present Time

Treasure Hunt
Look for Strengths
Lean in & Listen

Show students you care



Challenge Exercise 
1. Identify a major leadership challenge
Reframe one aspect of your current difficulty 
as an opportunity for growth. 

E.g. What strength is being fostered in you as the 
result of this challenge? 

2. Describe how a past adversity or challenge has 
led to current strengths. Identify each strength.
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